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After the Canadian logistics centre
in Montreal, also the new
American centre of the multinational Schlüter-Systems - in
McCarran, 15 miles east of
Reno, Nevada - has obtained
the prestigious LEED Gold*
certification from the Green
Building Council.
The new American logistics
centre of Schlüter-Systems occupies
premises
totalling
9,100 sqm, built on 2 floors –
approximately 2,100 sqm of
which are allocated to offices
and training centre – while the
ground floor houses the warehouse and distribution centre
(approximately 7,000 sqm).
In line with the requirements of
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Leed Gold for the new
Schlüter-Systems American
logistics centre
the ownership, the design engineers paid great attention
to the aspects connected
with energy saving, protection
of the environment and an
appropriate level of interior
comfort.
The project therefore featured
the use of a multitude of ecoefficient elements such as an
underfloor heating and cooling system, solar and thermal
panels, a sensor-regulated
lighting system, a rainwater recovery system, maximum exploitation of sunlight, etc..
The wide use of ceramic, not
only to clad internal walls and
floors but also for the ventilated facades, was a very important element in achievement
of the Gold certification.
Ceramic tiles do not retain
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dust, they are easy to clean
and do not produce harmful
substances (Voc), all elements that contribute to improving air quality. The type of
ceramic chosen is produced
using a body consisting of a
high percentage of recycled
materials and this is also very
important.
A large green wall, i.e. an inner
wall covered with ornamental
plants and waterfall on two
levels, acts as an air bio-filter.
The plants oxygenate the air,
increase the level of internal
humidity, absorb noise and
create a green environment
which has a positive effect on
the mood and wellbeing of
the people working inside.
The lighting system is regulated by sensors, and large sky-
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lights direct the maximum
amount of natural light into
the warehouse, laboratories
and offices. All the work stations are located along the
glass panels of the building,
so that the employees can
benefit from optimal internal
comfort with the lowest energy consumption.
Installation of the SchlüterBEKOTEC-THERM patented
underfloor heating-conditioning system also helped to significantly increase the LEED
rating; this system, thanks to its
minimum thickness and the
low delivery temperatures required to bring the system to
full operating capacity, guarantees a reaction to thermal
variations 4 times faster than
traditional underfloor heating
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*LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a certification issued by the GBCI (Green Building
Certification Institute), which indicates the overall environmental impact of the construction and running of a
building. To define the construction class, the GBCI evaluates 6 parameters, each of which is assigned a score;
the sum of the individual scores gives the building the overall value determining its category.
The Gold category is the top.

SCHLÜTER-SYSTEMS RENO, SUPPORTING THE WEST COAST
Built to support mainly the West Coast market, from the southern tip of California right up to the western border with
Canada, the strategic position of the new innovative logistics centre guarantees availability of Schlüter-Systems
products throughout America and provides quicker service for customers in the west.
Udo Schlüter - CEO - commented: “With this new logistics centre, we are able to guarantee delivery throughout North
America in a maximum of 3 days. The distances in the continent are huge and the logistics centre in Canada alone
could not guarantee the rapid delivery also required by customers living in the south or centre of the United States. The
American market is a rapidly growing market for our Group and now represents our main foreign market.”
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systems. The underfloor
heating-conditioning system has also been connected to a geothermal
plant comprising 36 wells
and a special air exchange system, called
Canadian-tunnel, able to
maintain the air temperature inside constantly
warmer than the external
air during the winter and
colder during the summer. This drastically reduces energy consumption of the heating and
cooling systems and
guarantees a constant
comfortable
internal
temperature.
According to official figures, buildings comparable to the new SchlüterSystems logistics centre
in Reno in terms of dimensions, use, geographical position and
climate, have a total energy consumption cost
of between 1.35$ and
1.55$ per square foot,
whereas a cost of 0.44$
per square foot is estimated for the new
Schlüter-Systems logistics
centre. The integration of
geothermal heat pumps,
underfloor heating and
cooling system and ventilated walls in ceramic
has therefore produced
exceptional energy saving: approximately 7075% compared to the traditional heating systems.
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